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Force Equivalents

newtons (N) pound force (lbf)

newtons (N) 1 0.2248

pound force (lbf) 4.448 1

Energy Equivalents

joule calorie kWh Btu ft lbf hp h

joule 1 0.2390 2.778 × 10−7 9.478 × 10−4 0.7376 3.725 × 10−7

calorie 4.184 1 1.162 × 10−6 3.97 × 10−3 3.086 1.558 × 10−6

kWh 3.6 × 106 8.606 × 105 1 3412.14 2.655 × 106 1.341

Btu 1055 252 2.930 × 10−4 1 778.16 3.930 × 10−4

ft lbf 1.356 0.3241 3.766 × 10−7 1.285 × 10−3 1 5.051 × 10−7

hp h 2.685 × 106 6.416 × 105 0.7455 2545 1.98 × 106 1

Power Equivalents

J s−1 kW ft lbf s−1 Btu s−1 hp

J s−1 1 10−3 0.7376 9.478 × 10−4 1.341 × 10−3

kW 1000 1 737.56 0.9478 1.341

ft lbf s−1 1.356 1.356 × 10−3 1 1.285 × 10−3 1.818 × 10−3

Btu s−1 1055 1.055 778.16 1 1.415

hp 745.7 0.7457 550 0.7068 1

Pressure Equivalents

mm Hg in. Hg kPa atm bar psia

mm Hg 1 0.03937 0.1333 1.316 × 10−3 1.333 × 10−3 0.01934

in. Hg 25.4 1 3.386 0.03342 0.03386 0.4912

kPa 7.502 0.2954 1 9.869 × 10−3 0.01 0.1451

atm 760 29.92 101.3 1 1.013 14.696

bar 750.06 29.53 100 0.9869 1 14.50

psia 51.71 2.036 6.894 0.06805 0.06895 1
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PREFACE

This book serves as an introduction to the principles and techniques used in 
the field of chemical engineering as well as biological, petroleum, and envi-
ronmental engineering. Although the range of subjects deemed to be in the 
province of chemical engineering has broadened over the last thirty years, 
the basic principles of this field of study remain the same. This book presents 
the foundation of specific skills and information that are required for the 
successful undergraduate and postgraduate study of chemical engineering
as well as the professional practice of chemical engineering. Moreover, your 
remaining chemical engineering classes will rely heavily on the skills that 
you will develop in this course: your ability to solve abstract problems as 
well as the application of material and energy balances. The study of the 
field of chemical engineering can be viewed as a tree with material and en-
ergy balances being the trunk and the subjects of thermodynamics, fluid 
flow, heat transfer, mass transfer, reactor kinetics, process control, and pro-
cess design being the branches off the trunk. From this perspective, it is easy 
to see the importance of mastering the material that follows.

The primary objective of this book is to teach you how to systematically 
formulate and solve material and energy balance problems. More important, 
you should learn to systematically formulate and solve all types of problems 
using the methods presented in this text. In addition, this text introduces 
you to the breadth of processes that chemical engineers work with, from the 
types of processes found in the refining and chemical industries to those 
found in bioengineering, nanoengineering, and the microelectronics indus-
tries. While the analysis used in this book is based largely on a macroscopic 
scale (i.e., representing a complex system as a uniform system), your later 
engineering courses will teach you how to formulate microscopic material 
and energy balances that can be used to more completely describe these 
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xvi Preface

systems. In fact, you will learn in these classes that to formulate a micro-
scopic balance you only have to apply the balances presented in this text-
book to a very small volume inside the process of interest.

This text is organized as follows:

• Part I, Introduction: Background information (Chapters 1–2)
• Part II, Material Balances: How to formulate and solve material balances 

(Chapters 3–5)
• Part III, Gases, Vapors, and Liquids: How to describe gases and liquids 

(Chapter 6–7)
• Part IV, Energy Balances: How to formulate and solve energy balances 

(Chapters 8–9)
• Part V, Unsteady-State Material and Energy Balances: How to use a 

macroscopic approach to describe the behavior of unsteady-state sys-
tems (Chapters 10–11)

• Additional material is available online: Chapters 12–14 and Appendixes 
E–M; go to informit.com/title/9780137327171 and register your prod-
uct to access these materials

Expecting to absorb the information and skills in this text by reading 
and listening to lectures is a bit naïve. It is well established that one learns by 
doing, that is, applying what you have been exposed to. In this regard, our 
text offers a number of resources to assist you in this endeavor. Probably 
the  most important resources for your study of this material are the Self-
Assessment Tests at the end of each section in the book. In particular, the 
Self-Assessment questions and problems are particularly valuable because 
by answering them and comparing your answers to the answers that follow, 
you can determine what it is that you do not fully understand, which is quite 
an important piece of information. 

This edition was written with MATLAB and Python integrated into the 
text. MATLAB and Python codes are presented for solving systems of linear 
equation, determining the number of independent equations in a system of 
linear equations, solving a single nonlinear equation, applying cubic spline 
interpolation to a set of nonlinear data, and integrating initial value ordinary 
differential equations. In each case, the built-in functions used to accomplish 
these tasks are presented and described in a standalone fashion.

It is our sincere hope that this textbook and materials not only inspire 
you to continue to pursue your goal to become a chemical engineer but also 
make your journey toward that goal easier.

Jim Riggs
Austin, Texas

November 2021
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HOW TO USE THIS BOOK

Welcome to Basic Principles and Calculations in Chemical Engineering, Ninth 
Edition. Several tools exist in the book in addition to the basic text to aid you 
in learning its subject matter. We hope you will take full advantage of these 
resources.

Learning Aids

1. Numerous examples worked out in detail to illustrate the basic principles
2. A consistent strategy for problem solving that can be applied to any 

problem
3. Figures, sketches, and diagrams to provide a detailed description and 

reinforcement of what you read
4. At the beginning of each chapter, a list of the specific objectives to be 

reached
5. Self-Assessment Tests at the end of each section with answers so that you 

can evaluate your progress in learning
6. A large number of problems at the end of each chapter with answers pro-

vided in Appendix D
7. Appendixes containing data pertinent to the examples and problems
8. Supplementary references for each chapter
9. A glossary at the end of each chapter

Scan through the book now to locate these features.
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xviii How to Use This Book

Good Learning Practices (Learning How to Learn)

You cannot put the same shoe on every foot.
—Publilius Syrus

Those who study learning characteristics and educational psychologists say 
that almost all people learn by practicing and reflecting, and not by watching 
and listening to someone else telling them what they are supposed to learn. 
“Lecturing is not teaching and listening is not learning.” You learn by doing.

Learning Involves More than Memorizing

Do not equate memorizing with learning. Recording, copying, and outlining 
notes or the text to memorize problem solutions will be of little help in really 
understanding how to solve material and energy balance problems. Practice 
will help you to be able to apply your knowledge to problems that you have 
not seen before.

Adopt Good Learning Practices

You will find that skipping the text and jumping to equations or examples to 
solve problems may work sometimes but in the long run will lead to frustra-
tion. Such a strategy is called “formula-centered” and is a very poor way to 
approach a problem-solving subject. By adopting it, you will not be able to 
generalize, each problem will be a new challenge, and you will miss the 
interconnections among essentially similar problems.

Various appropriate learning styles (information processing) do exist; 
hence you should reflect on what you do to learn and adopt techniques best 
suited to you. Some students learn through thinking things out in solitary 
study. Others prefer to talk things through with peers or tutors. Some focus 
best on practical examples; others prefer abstract ideas. Sketches and graphs 
used in explanation usually appeal to most people. Do you get bored by going 
over the same ground? You might want to take a battery of tests to assess your 
learning style. Students often find such inventories interesting and helpful.

Whatever your learning style, what follows are some suggestions to en-
hance learning that we feel are appropriate to pass on to you.

Suggestions to Enhance Learning

1. Each chapter in this book will require three or more hours to read, assimilate, and 
practice your skills in solving pertinent problems. Make allowance in your 
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How to Use This Book xix

schedule so that you will have read the pertinent material before coming to class. 
Instead of sitting in class and not fully understanding what your professor is dis-
cussing, you will be able to raise your understanding to a much higher level. It is 
not always possible, but it is one of the most efficient ways to spend your study 
time.

2. If you are enrolled in a class, work with one or more classmates, if permitted, to 
exchange ideas and discuss the material. But do not rely on someone to do your 
work for you.

3. Learn every day. Keep up with the scheduled assignments—don’t get behind, 
because one topic builds on a previous one.

4. Seek answers to unanswered questions right away.
5. Employ active reading; that is, every five or ten minutes, stop for one or two 

minutes and summarize what you have learned. Look for connecting ideas. Write 
a summary on paper if it helps.

Suggestions for How to Use This Book Effectively

How can you make the best use of this book? Read the objectives before 
and after studying each section. Read the text, and when you get to an 
example, first cover up the solution and try to solve the stated problem. 
Some people, those who learn by reading concrete examples, might look 
at the examples first and then read the text. After reading a section, solve 
the self-assessment problems at the end of the section. The answers fol-
low. After completing a chapter, solve a few of the problems listed at the 
end of the chapter. R. P. Feynman, the Nobel laureate in physics, made 
the point: “You do not know anything until you have practiced.” Whether 
you solve the problems using hand calculators or computer programs is 
up to you, but use a systematic approach to formulating the information 
leading to a proper solution.

This book functions as a savings account—what you put in, you get 
out, with interest.

Register your copy of Basic Principles and Calculations in Chemical Engineering, 
Ninth Edition, on the InformIT site for convenient access to updates and/or cor-
rections as they become available. To start the registration process, go to 
informit.com/register and log in or create an account. Enter the product 
ISBN (9780137327171) and click Submit. Look on the Registered Products tab for 
an Access Bonus Content link next to this product, and follow that link to access 
any available bonus materials. If you would like to be notified of exclusive of-
fers on new editions and updates, please check the box to receive email from us. 
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction to Chemical 
Engineering

1.1 A Brief History of Chemical Engineering 3
1.2 Types of Jobs Chemical Engineers Perform 6
1.3 Industries in Which Chemical Engineers Work 8
1.4 Sustainability 10
1.5 Ethics 24

Chapter Objectives

• Have a general knowledge of the evolution of chemical engineering.
• Understand what chemical engineering is and the types of jobs chemical 

engineers perform.
• Appreciate some of the issues associated with sustainability and green 

engineering.
• Understand the importance of ethics in the practice of engineering. 

Introduction

Chemical engineers deal with processes that convert raw materials into 
useful products. Many times, these processes involve reactions followed by 
purification of the products, such as chemical reactions followed by concen-
tration of the products, biological reactions followed by systems that recover 
and purify the products, or reactions and recovery of products on a nanome-
ter scale. Overall, chemical engineers are process engineers—that is, chemi-
cal engineers deal with processes that produce a wide range of products. 

1.1 A Brief History of Chemical Engineering 

Chemical engineering evolved from the industrial applications of chemistry 
and separation science (i.e., the study of separating components from 
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4 Chapter 1  Introduction to Chemical Engineering

mixtures) primarily in the refining and chemical industry, which we refer to 
here as the chemical process industries, CPI. The first high-volume chemi-
cal process was implemented in 1823 in England for the production of soda 
ash, which was used to produce glass and soap. 

In 1887, a British engineer, George E. Davis, presented a series of lec-
tures on chemical engineering that summarized industrial practice in the 
chemical industry in Great Britain. These lectures stimulated interest in the 
United States and to some degree led to the formation of the first chemical 
engineering curriculum at MIT in 1888. Over the next 10 to 15 years, a num-
ber of US universities embraced the field of chemical engineering by offering 
curriculum in this area. In 1908, the American Institute of Chemical Engi-
neers was formed and since has served to promote and represent the inter-
ests of the chemical engineering community. 

Mechanical engineers understood the mechanical aspects of process op-
erations, including fluid flow and heat transfer, but they did not have back-
grounds in chemistry. Conversely, chemists understood chemistry and its 
ramifications but lacked the process skills. In addition, neither mechanical 
engineers nor chemists had backgrounds in separation science, which is crit-
ically important to the CPI. As a result, the study of chemical engineering 
evolved to meet these industrial needs. 

The acceptance of the “horseless carriage,” which began commercial 
production in the 1890s, created a demand for gasoline that ultimately fu-
eled exploration for oil. In 1901, Patillo Higgins, a Texas geologist, and An-
thony F. Lucas, a mining engineer, later to be known as “wildcatters,” led a 
drilling operation that brought in the Spindletop Well just south of Beau-
mont, Texas. At the time, Spindletop produced more oil than all the other oil 
wells in the United States. Moreover, a whole generation of wildcatters was 
born, resulting in a dramatic increase in the domestic production of crude 
oil, which created a need for larger-scale, more modern approaches to crude 
refining. As a result, a market developed for engineers who could assist in 
the design and operation of processing plants for the CPI. The success of oil 
exploration was to some degree driven by the demand for gasoline for the 
automobile industry, and ultimately, it led to the widespread adoption of au-
tomobiles for the general population due to the resulting lower cost of 
gasoline.

These early industrial chemists/chemical engineers had few analytical 
tools available to them and largely depended on their physical intuition to 
perform their jobs as process engineers. Slide rules were used for performing 
calculations, and by the 1930s and 1940s, a number of nomographs were de-
veloped to assist them in the design and operation analysis of processes for 
the CPI. Nomographs are charts that provide a concise and convenient 
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means to represent physical property data (e.g., boiling point temperatures 
or heat of vaporization) and can also be used to provide simplified solutions 
of complex equations (e.g., pressure drop for flow in a pipe). The availability 
of computing resources in the 1960s was the beginning of computer-based 
technology that is commonplace today. For example, since the 1970s, 
computer-aided design (CAD) packages have allowed engineers to design 
complete processes by specifying only a minimum of information; all the te-
dious and repetitive calculations are done by the computer in an extremely 
short period of time, allowing the design engineer to focus on the task of de-
veloping the best possible process design. 

In 1959, Professors Bird, Stewart, and Lightfoot of the Department of 
Chemical Engineering at the University of Wisconsin published their text-
book Transport Phenomena that covered fluid flow, heat transfer, and mass 
transfer. This book was widely adopted throughout the chemical engineer-
ing community and provided a much more mathematical and abstract anal-
ysis of these topics than had previously been used. The widespread use of 
this book ushered in a much more analytical approach to chemical engineer-
ing than the more empirical approach that preceded it. 

During the period 1960–80, the CPI also made the transition from an in-
dustry based on innovation in which the profitability of a company de-
pended to a large degree on developing new products and new processing 
approaches to a more mature commodity industry in which the financial 
success of a company depended on making their products using established 
technology more efficiently, resulting in less expensive products. 

Globalization of the CPI markets began in the mid-1980s and led to in-
creased competition. At the same time, development in computer hardware 
made it possible to apply process automation more easily and reliably than 
ever before. These automation projects provided improved product quality 
while increasing production rates and overall production efficiency with rel-
atively little capital investment. 

Beginning in the mid-1990s, new areas came on the scene that took 
advantage of the fundamental skills of chemical engineers, including the 
microelectronic industry, the pharmaceutical industry, the biomedical indus-
try, and nanotechnology. Clearly, the analytical skills and the process train-
ing made chemical engineers ideal contributors to the development of the 
production operations for these industries. In the 1970s, more than 80% of 
graduating chemical engineers took jobs with the CPI and government. By 
2000, that number had dropped to 50% due to increases in the number taking 
jobs with biotechnology companies, pharmaceutical/health care companies, 
and electronics and materials companies. 
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1.2 Types of Jobs Chemical Engineers Perform

Chemical engineers perform a wide range of jobs. Moreover, during your 
career, you are likely to have a number of different types of jobs. Following 
are the general types of jobs that chemical engineers perform:

• Operations: Operations engineers, or process engineers, are the first 
line of technical support for a processing plant. These engineers spend 
a lot of their time in the plant monitoring the operations and solving 
operational problems. When a serious technical problem occurs in the 
middle of the night, the operations engineer for that process is called in 
to resolve the problem. Many young chemical engineers start out as op-
erations engineers for a few years so that they can become familiar with 
plant operations before they move to other assignments. This job also 
provides companies a view of how young engineers handle responsi-
bility as well as how effectively they are able to work with others.

• Technical sales: Many products today are highly technical in nature 
and the consumer of these products often requires technical assistance 
to fully utilize them. Technical sales engineers provide that service as 
well as acquire new customers. Obviously, sales engineers need to be 
able to work effectively with their customers and to fully understand 
the technical issues associated with their company’s products in order 
to maintain customer satisfaction.

• Design: Design is developing something new that meets a defined need 
and is used to develop new products and services, many times using 
teams of engineers. Design is a challenging endeavor because there is 
no limit to how many new ways something can be designed. Therefore, 
design requires creativity and experience. As a result, design teams 
often are made up of members with a wide range of experience and 
training. It is the design team’s job to determine the best design for a 
product considering technical feasibility, economic viability, and the 
definition of the need for the end user.

• Consulting: Consulting companies specialize in specific areas of 
engineering—safety, design, control, and so on. When an operating 
company needs a consultant’s expertise, it simply contracts with the 
consulting company for the needed services. Because consulting com-
panies provide technical services on an as-needed basis, the company 
that hires a consultant does not have to employ an expert in a particular 
field as a full-time employee. Consulting companies often hire engi-
neers who have many years of engineering experience in specific tech-
nical areas. Individuals also serve as industrial consultants after years 
of experience in industry, academia, or government laboratories.
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• Project management: Project management engineers are similar to op-
erations engineers in that they are called upon to provide a number of 
technical services for the day-to-day operation of a project (e.g., an ex-
pansion project for a process or the construction of a new process). Ini-
tially, these engineers are required to develop estimates of labor and 
material for the project, and this information is then used to receive ap-
proval for the project. The project management engineer is responsible 
for coordinating the project or a portion of the project when the project 
is approved. Coordinating the project requires working with a number 
of parties, e.g., the management team, the construction team, the sup-
pliers, and the operations department in order to deliver a high-quality 
project on time and on budget.

• Management: Corporate, operations, and technical: Many companies 
use chemical engineers for their corporate management because the po-
sition requires technical knowledge. Engineers who move into corpo-
rate management usually have training in business or have attended an 
MBA program. They normally work their way up the management lad-
der from technical management and operations management positions. 
Corporate management directs the business at the corporate level and 
deals with issues such as the corporate image, identifying new business 
opportunities, and deciding how to handle economic downturns, all in 
an effort to improve the overall profitability of the corporation. 
Operations management deals with the day-to-day problems and 
opportunities associated with operating an industrial production facil-
ity. Technical management is concerned with managing engineers who 
deal with operations, research, and development.

• Development: Development teams work with design teams to apply 
various designs so that they can be further tested. During this phase, the 
real-world consequences of potential designs become apparent, and the 
development team is charged with solving these problems when possi-
ble. For a new process, a pilot-scale process can be constructed, operated, 
and monitored to evaluate the performance of the new process (e.g., to 
determine the activity and yield of a catalyst). In effect, development 
teams are asked to demonstrate whether a design concept is viable.

• Research: Research is the scientific investigation of physical systems 
using laboratory experiments and/or computer simulations. Funda-
mental, or “blue-sky,” research studies the fundamental behavior of 
certain systems without regard to a specific industrial problem (e.g., 
studying the fundamental chemical reactions associated with a class of 
compounds). Industrial research is research aimed at solving an 
industrial problem (e.g., developing a new composite material that can 
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8 Chapter 1  Introduction to Chemical Engineering

be used in an industrial application). Whenever a technical issue has an 
important effect on society (e.g., developing green sources of energy), 
large amounts of government funding are usually offered to research-
ers, who explore and propose ways to solve these problems.

• University teaching: Engineering professors typically have a PhD in engi-
neering or a related field and divide their work effort between research, 
teaching, and service to the profession. Their research effort is based on 
fundamental studies of engineering systems, while their teaching relies on 
being able to effectively communicate abstract material and practical ap-
proaches to students in a way that the students can assimilate and apply 
this information. Engineering professors are evaluated for promotion and 
advancement on the basis of publications in peer-reviewed journals, their 
ability to develop research funding, their effectiveness as a teacher, and 
their contribution to the engineering profession. Being an engineering 
professor is a demanding profession because of the breadth of work the 
individual must perform, but it can be a very rewarding career to help 
young people along the path to becoming successful engineers.

1.3 Industries in Which Chemical Engineers Work

A chemical engineering education exposes the graduate to the fundamentals 
of process engineering and develops the graduate’s ability to deal with com-
plex problems. As such, chemical engineers are ideally suited to work in a 
wide variety of industries. Figure 1.1 shows the primary areas in which 
chemical engineers work.

Chemicals 8.3%

Fuels 4.0%

Design and Construction
Services 2.8%

Environmental Engineering
Services 1.7%

Research and Testing
Services 1.3%

Biotechnology, Pharamaceuticals
and Related Industries 5.8%

Food and
Consumer Products 6.3%

Materials 2.6%

Electronics 2.4%

Pulp and Paper 1.5%

Business Services 1.2%

Utilities 1.5%
Aerospace 0.7%

Other 4.5%

Figure 1.1 The primary areas in which chemical engineers work 
(Source: AIChE)
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Following are brief descriptions of these primary CPI: 

• Refining: Refining involves processing crude oil to produce fuels and 
lubrication oils for automobiles, trucks, and airplanes. In addition, re-
fineries produce a wide range of chemical intermediate products, that 
is, products that serve as feed stocks for other processes (e.g., propylene 
for a process that produces polypropylene plastics). Refineries are typi-
cally large-scale processes having feed rates up to 600,000 barrels of 
crude oil per day.

• Chemicals: The chemical industry can be categorized as producing 
commodity, specialty, or fine chemical products. Commodity chemicals
are high-volume products that are used as feed stocks for other chemi-
cal processes. For example, a petrochemical plant, which produces large 
volumes of chemical intermediates, is usually a part of most large-scale 
refineries. Specialty chemicals are relatively low-volume products that 
are often produced in batch operations. Examples of specialty chemi-
cals include certain agricultural chemicals, paint pigments, and special-
purpose solvents. Fine chemicals are commodity chemicals that are 
produced on a relatively small scale and are used as feed stocks for spe-
cialty chemicals.

• Environmental: Environmental engineers work to ensure that human 
health and nature’s ecosystems are protected from emissions resulting 
from industry and human activity. Common efforts of environmental 
engineers include wastewater management, air and water quality con-
trol, waste disposal, processing or recycling waste streams, and docu-
mentation of these efforts (e.g., required reports to the Environmental 
Protection Agency [EPA] or environmental impact statements for 
proposed projects). 

• Equipment design and construction: This category relates to the de-
sign and construction of new processes or expansion projects for exist-
ing processes. The design process involves determining the type and 
sequence of equipment and the sizing of this equipment, and this effort 
is typically performed by consulting companies that specialize in pro-
cess design. Once the design is completed, chemical engineers are typi-
cally involved during the construction and startup of the process.

• Pharmaceuticals and health care: The pharmaceutical industry devel-
ops, produces, and markets synthetic drugs that can be administered to 
patients to treat or alleviate symptoms or protect against disease (e.g., 
vaccines). These products are usually produced using biological 
reactions.
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• Biotechnology: Biotechnology uses living systems by harnessing cellu-
lar processes and biomolecular processes to develop products ranging 
from medicines to fuels to food. Although biotechnology is currently a 
developing research area, it has been used by humans for thousands of 
years to make or preserve foods (e.g., beer and wine, bread, and sauer-
kraut), to improve livestock and plants by selective breeding, and to 
improve agricultural soils by introducing bacteria that are able to fertil-
ize crops and protect against attacks from insects.

• Biomedical applications: Biomedical engineers are involved with the 
application of engineering principles combined with knowledge of bi-
ology and human physiology for health care purposes. Application 
areas include diagnosis, monitoring, and therapy as well as the 
development of new technologies, such as artificial tissue and artificial 
organs.

• Food production: Chemical engineers work in a variety of ways for the 
“farm to fork” food industry, including agrochemicals and food 
processing, such as making potato chips, granola bars, candy, beer, or 
yogurt.

• Government: Chemical engineers work for certain government regula-
tory agencies [e.g., EPA or the Occupational, Safety and Health Admin-
istration (OSHA)] or government laboratories (e.g., Sandia National 
Laboratory and the National Institutes of Health). 

• Professional: This category includes professions (e.g., patent lawyers 
and medical doctors) that require certification as well as specialized ed-
ucation (e.g., university professors). 

1.4 Sustainability

A sustainable product is a product that meets the current needs without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs while 
protecting human health and the needs of society. Chemical engineers are 
ideally suited to evaluate the sustainability of a wide range of products and 
technologies, and therefore, we present an overview of sustainability and 
green engineering as an example of one of the ways that chemical engineer-
ing can contribute to society today and into the future.
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Current estimates indicate that the societies of the world are consuming 
50% more resources (e.g., energy, water, minerals, the ability to produce 
food) than the world can sustain (what the population of the world con-
sumes in one year requires 18 months to replenish). The United States con-
sumes natural resources at a rate that is more than 13 times the rate for the 
rest of the world. With the rapid growth in the economies of China and 
India, who make up almost 40% of the world’s population, the world re-
source consumption rate is expected to accelerate. 

In addition to preserving resources for the future, sustainable engineer-
ing involves protecting human health and the needs of society. That is, the 
effects of pollution and the impact on global warming are factors that also 
should be considered in any sustainable design project. As a result, a num-
ber of engineering professional groups are concerned that sustainability 
should be an integral part of future designs. That is, sustainability, or at least 
improved sustainability, should be an objective for engineering design work 
as opposed to basing design solely on minimum cost or maximum profit 
without regard to the impact on sustainability. The problem is that a sustain-
able design will, in general, cost more to implement than its nonsustainable 
counterpart. Therefore, the challenge for you as a future engineer is to de-
velop new approaches that make sustainability as economically viable as 
possible.

As an example, consider a sustainable design for a building. The fol-
lowing features are aspects related to a sustainable design of a building:

• Nontoxic construction materials that can be produced from recycled 
materials using low-energy processing techniques

• Energy efficient design (e.g., low heat transfer rates to or from the build-
ing) using materials that require low amounts of energy to produce

• Renewable energy sources (solar panels, solar water heaters, etc.)
• High durability for the building, yielding a long service life; materials 

that develop character as they age
• Interior and exterior appearance as similar as possible to nature (i.e., 

producing a soothing environment for humans)
• Designing for a low total carbon footprint (i.e., the total carbon dioxide 

liberated during the production of the materials used in the building 
and the process of constructing the building)
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12 Chapter 1  Introduction to Chemical Engineering

• Using biomimicry (i.e., redesigning industrial processes along biologi-
cal lines to produce building materials)

• Transferring ownership from an individual to a group of people, simi-
lar to car sharing

• Employing renewable materials that come from nearby sources

As you can see from this list, the design problem becomes more compli-
cated when a more holistic approach to engineering is used, but on the other 
hand, this approach creates more opportunities for creative solutions. 

1.4.1 Life-Cycle Analysis

A life-cycle analysis is a comprehensive method for developing a sustain-
able design (green engineering). A life-cycle analysis not only considers the 
effect of a product on the environment and on important resources but also 
considers all the steps used to produce a product and what happens to the 
product after its useful life has ended. Figure 1.2 shows a schematic example 
of a life-cycle analysis of a product.

As illustrated in Figure 1.2, raw materials are extracted from the earth, 
such as minerals and crude oil. These raw materials are refined into useable 
products, such as metals and chemical products, in a material processing 
operation. Next, these useable materials are used to manufacture parts of 
the final product and are assembled into the final product. Then, the prod-
uct is used for its intended purpose for the life of the product. When the 
useful life of the product ends, the product must be disposed of and/or re-
cycled. The recycling process recovers all or part of the product and returns 
the recovered material so that it can be used for other products in the future. 
Each of these steps, from raw material extraction to recycling materials, in 
general, requires the use of resources (e.g., energy) and has an environmen-
tal impact (e.g., generates pollutants), which is indicated by the two oppo-
sitely pointing arrows used in Figure 1.2. That is, each step in the life-cycle 
analysis generally requires resource consumption and results in pollution 
generation.

When a life-cycle analysis is used for a sustainable design, all the re-
quired resources and all the resulting loads on the environment are consid-
ered. Moreover, the effect of the design of the product on the ability of the 
product to be recycled at the end of life should be considered. 
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Material
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Material
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Figure 1.2 Schematic representation of a life-cycle analysis 

Now consider how a life-cycle analysis would be applied to the four 
types of engineering designs: a device, a process, software, and services. The 
elements of a life-cycle analysis for a typical device are shown in Figure 1.2: 
The materials that compose the device must be extracted, refined, and man-
ufactured into parts for the device. Then the parts are assembled into the 
device. And after the useful life is complete, material recycle can be used.

For a process, the elements of a life-cycle analysis closely follow the 
schematic in Figure 1.2. Moreover, the hardware elements used to imple-
ment a process (e.g., vessels, pumps, and processing equipment) are devices 
so that, with regard to the hardware of the process, the components of the 
life-cycle analysis are exactly the same as those used for a device. From an 
overall point of view, the pollution generated and the resources consumed 
during the useful life of a process would be expected to be the primary 
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factors affecting resources and the environment far exceeding those associ-
ated with the hardware.

The life-cycle analysis of software and services is quite different from 
that of a device or process. In general, the impact of software and services on 
the resources and the environment is considerably less, although not always 
insignificant. For example, software that manages the operation of an auto-
mobile engine can have a significant effect on the resources and the environ-
ment during its useful life, while the development of the software itself 
would not have a significant effect.

A life-cycle analysis for a product can be simplified by using a database 
that provides the resource and environmental loads of a number of materi-
als, including metals, plastics, and chemical feedstocks. Such a database 
eliminates the need to calculate the resource and environmental loads 
associated with the corresponding extraction and material processing and 
possibly manufacturing, as shown in Figure 1.2. The US Life Cycle Inventory 
Database (www.nrel.gov/lci) provides extensive information on metals, 
plastics, agricultural products, chemical feedstocks, services, and so on. A 
number of commercial databases are also available.

Example 1.1  Comparison of the Production of Ethanol and 
Gasoline Based on a Life-Cycle Analysis 

Problem Statement 

Using a life-cycle analysis, compare ethanol (EtOH) from corn to gasoline as a 
transportation fuel with regard to greenhouse gas (GHG) generation. 

Solution

Figure E1.1 shows schematics of the life-cycle analysis for the production of EtOH 
from corn and for the production of gasoline as a motor fuel. Note that for the 
production of EtOH, corn is produced by farming, which requires the use of fer-
tilizers. The corn is used to produce EtOH using a fermentation and recovery pro-
cess. The primary energy consumption and generation of GHG emissions occurs 
in the production of the fertilizer, growing the corn, and converting the corn to 
EtOH. In contrast, gasoline is produced by extracting crude oil from underground 
formations and refining the crude oil into gasoline and other products such as jet 
fuel, diesel, and lube oil. For gasoline, the primary energy consumption and gen-
eration of GHG emissions occurs during the crude oil production and refining, 
where refining is the largest contributor. 
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Figure E1.1 Schematic of life-cycle analysis for EtOH from corn and gasoline

From Figure E1.1 you can see that a number of operations must be consid-
ered when performing this life-cycle analysis. Moreover, the expertise required to 
develop a life-cycle analysis for a case like this is expansive, requiring a multi-
disciplinary team. For example, in order to develop a quantitative life-cycle 
analysis for EtOH from corn, expertise in agricultural operations, soil science, 
fermentation, separation science, and process systems is required. The US Depart-
ment of Energy1 performed such a life-cycle analysis study and found that EtOH 
from corn used in motor fuel (i.e., gasohol) reduced GHG emissions by 20%.

1J. Han, “Life-Cycle Analysis of Ethanol: Issues, Results and Case Simulations,” Annual ACE 
Conference, Omaha, NE, August 15, 2015.
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1.4.2 Materials Sustainability

Materials are a natural part of most design projects. Therefore, it is impor-
tant to use green, sustainable materials as much as possible. A life-cycle anal-
ysis is an excellent method to assess the sustainability of materials used in a 
project. Following the schematic of a life-cycle analysis shown in Figure 1.2, 
the initial impact on sustainability is the extraction of the material and its re-
fining. The lower the concentration of a material that is extracted, in general, 
the more the energy required to refine it. The next key aspect is whether the 
material directly contributes to the environmental load during the useful life 
of the product of the design project. For example, certain pesticides can 
evaporate into the atmosphere and affect human health. And the final aspect 
is whether the materials can be reused or recycled after the useful life of the 
product. In summary, an ideal green material

• Can be extracted and refined without undue use of resources and with-
out significant environmental emissions. 

• Does not contribute to environmental releases during its useful life.
• Can be reused or recycled to a significant degree.

Table 1.1 Mass Abundance of Selected Elements in Earth’s Crust2

Element Mass Fr. Element Mass Fr. Element Mass Fr.

O 46.4% S 0.03% Pb 12 ppm

Si 28.2% C 0.02% U 2.7 ppm

Al 8.2% V 0.01% Sn 2.0 ppm

Fe 5.6% Cl 0.01% As 1.8 ppm

Ca 4.1% Cr 0.01% Mo 1.5 ppm

Na 2.4% Ni 75 ppm W 1.5 ppm

Mg 2.3% Zn 70 ppm Bi 0.17 ppm

K 2.1% Cu 55 ppm Pd 0.15 ppm

Ti 0.6% Co 25 ppm Hg 0.08 ppm

P 0.1% Li 20 ppm Ag 0.07 ppm

Mn 0.1% N 20 ppm Pt 0.005 ppm

Fl 0.06% Ga 15 ppm Au 0.004 ppm 

2 S. R. Taylor, “Trace Element Abundances and the Chondritic Earth Model,” Geochimica et 
Cosmochimica Acta 28, no. 12 (1964): 1989–98.
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Table 1.1 lists the abundance of selected elements in the earth’s crust. 
Even though gold makes up only 0.004 ppm of the total earth’s crust, highly 
concentrated deposits of gold have been found, thus simplifying its recov-
ery. In contrast, rare earth metals, some of which make up more of the earth’s 
crust than gold, are found only in ores at relatively low concentrations. In 
terms of sustainability, abundance is only one factor. That is, the abundance 
and the net consumption from use together determine whether an adequate 
supply of a material is available. Listed in Table 1.2 are minerals that have 
been identified as having a limited supply based on their use in 1995.

Table 1.2 Elements with a Limited Supply3

Degree of Supply Elements

Potentially highly limited Ag, Au, Cu, As, Se, Te, Zn, Cd

Potentially limited Co, Cr, Mo, Ni, Pb, Pt, Ir

Besides elements, the sustainability of materials that result from plant 
growth, such as crude oil and lumber, should be considered. For example, 
the production of lumber results in a removal of GHGs from the atmosphere 
even though the milling and transportation will generate some GHGs. Of 
course, the consumption of crude oil, in general, results in significant GHG 
emissions.

With regard to the availability and supply of a material, as the supply 
of a material decreases, the market price for that material tends to increase. 
For example, during the mid-1970s, a shortage of crude oil dramatically in-
creased the price of crude oil and, as a result, the price of gasoline. This price 
increase for crude stimulated exploration for crude oil as well as conserva-
tion efforts. Therefore, by the early 1980s, there was an excess of crude on the 
market and the price of crude oil dropped dramatically.

Another important natural resource is phosphorus. Before the advent of 
modern farming practices, farmers used wastes (e.g., compost) to return 
phosphorus to their soil after their crops consumed it during their growth 
cycle. Today, most farmers use inorganic phosphate to fertilize their crops. 
Estimates predict that currently known reserves of phosphate (i.e., a source 
of phosphorus) will be exhausted in 80 years at the current consumption 
rate. What this means is that the current phosphate reserves that are easy to 
extract and refine will be exhausted. Even if new high-quality phosphate 

3 T. E. Graedel and R. R. Allenby, Industrial Ecology, Prentice Hall, 1995.
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reserves are not identified, an expected increased price of phosphate should 
drive the processing of lower-quality phosphate reserves and the extraction 
of phosphorus from waste material. In addition, an increase in the cost of 
phosphate should also encourage farmers to use their fertilizer more 
efficiently.

With regard to the elements in Table 1.1 that have been identified as 
having a potentially limited supply, if the increased consumption of one of 
these elements begins to reduce its supply, the price of that element would 
be expected to increase. This increase in price would stimulate increased 
exploration for it and could possibly make ores that were previously uneco-
nomical to refine financially viable for refining. In addition, the increased 
price of the material would be expected to increase the recovery from 
end-of-life products and recycling. During the design phase of a project, the 
use of a material with a potentially limited supply should be viewed as in-
creasing the overall risk of the project. That is, a material with a potentially 
limited supply can be susceptible to significant price increases in the future, 
which could affect the economic viability of a project.

1.4.3 Environmental Releases and Toxicity

The release of chemicals during extraction, refining, use, or end of life can 
result in a significant environmental load affecting human health or the 
health of ecosystems. 

Emission of
Pollutants

Damage to the
Environment
(global warming,
ozone depletion,
smog formation,

acid rain, ...)

Negative Effect
on Human Health

Damage to
Ecosystems

(CO2, CFCs, Hg,
SO2, toxic

chemicals, ...)

Figure 1.3 Overall effect of the emission of pollutants 

Figure 1.3 illustrates the connection between certain emissions (i.e., pol-
lution) and human health and the health of ecosystems. Pollution results in 
global warming, ozone depletion, smog formation, acid rain, and so on. 
These in turn affect human health, cause damage to ecosystems, and disrupt 
human activities (e.g., increased damage from natural disasters). For exam-
ple, consider the emission of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). CFCs damage 
ozone in the stratosphere, resulting in an increase in UVB radiation on the 
surface of the earth, which in turn increases skin cancer and the occurrence 
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of cataracts and causes human immune system suppression, crop damage, 
and damage to marine life.4

Roughly 2000 new chemicals are introduced each year, and companies, 
government agencies, and the public need a method to evaluate the poten-
tial risks of these new chemicals. Evaluation is done by using screening tests, 
and in certain cases, extensive testing is required. That is, screening is used 
to identify which chemicals have the potential to be environmentally risky, 
and then extensive testing is used to evaluate those chemical to determine if 
they, in fact, represent a significant risk to human health and the health of 
ecosystems.

Table 1.3 outlines an approach used to screen chemicals for environ-
mental risks. The first entry (dispersion and fate) has to do with the ten-
dency of the chemical to accumulate in water, air, soil, and living organisms. 
The second entry (degradation rates) relates to how quickly the chemical is 
degraded in water, air, soil, and living organisms. The category “uptake by 
organisms” is related to specific factors that affect uptake and degradation in 
organisms while “uptake by humans” considers the rates at which the chem-
ical is able to enter the human body and the rates at which the human body 
is able to expel it or degrade it into a nontoxic form. “Toxicity and other 
health effects” has to do with how the level of exposure to the chemical af-
fects the health of organisms and humans.

Table 1.3 Chemical Properties Needed to Perform Environmental Risk Screenings5

Aspects Affecting the 
Environment Relevant Properties

Dispersion and fate Volatility, density, melting point, water solubility, soil sorption 
coefficient, effectiveness of wastewater treatment

Degradation rates in 
the environment

Atmospheric oxidation rate, aqueous hydrolysis rate, rate of degradation 
by sunlight, rate of microbial degradation, adsorption

Uptake by organisms Volatility, the ability to dissolve in fat, molecular size, degradation rate in 
an organism 

Uptake by humans Transport through the skin, transport rates across lung membrane, 
degradation rates within the human body

Toxicity and other 
health effects

Dose–response relationships

4 D. T. Allen and D. R. Shonnard, Sustainable Engineering: Concepts, Design, and Case Studies, 
Prentice Hall, 2012.
5 After Allen and Shonnard, Sustainable Engineering.
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If the screening process determines that a chemical could pose a signifi-
cant risk to human health or to ecosystems, a detailed assessment of the im-
pact of the chemical on the environment would be required. This assessment 
would involve testing with a range of laboratory animals with a range of ex-
posure scenarios (e.g., exposure to a single large dose, exposure to multiple 
smaller doses, and continuous exposure to a low-dose level). The results of 
these studies may include the degree of reduction in life expectancy as well 
as the characteristics of the offspring of the laboratory animal.

1.4.4 Principles of Green Engineering

To effectively address the full range of design cases, it is necessary to have a 
general set of guidelines that, when applied, ensure a sustainable design. A 
number of guidelines for sustainable design have been developed.6

Following is an overview of the key factors identified here as the prin-
ciples of green engineering, which are based on previous work in this area:

1. Use energy and material inputs that are as inherently nonhazardous 
as possible. Because material and energy input have such an important 
effect on the sustainability of a product, it is important to ensure that 
they are as nonhazardous as possible. When hazardous materials are 
used, special controls and planning for adverse conditions are re-
quired, which increases the cost and complexity of a design. 

2. Minimize wastes. The generation of wastes creates special problems 
due to the difficulty and cost associated with dealing with wastes, es-
pecially hazardous wastes. Therefore, during the design phase, it is 
important to minimize waste generation. In certain cases, it is possi-
ble to find a use for a “waste product,” such as using it as a feedstock 
for another process. For example, during the early days of crude oil 
refining, natural gas was considered a waste product and was burned 
into the atmosphere until it was determined that natural gas could be 
used for heating homes and businesses. In other cases, it may be pos-
sible to modify the chemistry of a reaction so that waste products are 
eliminated or at least significantly reduced.

3. Minimize energy consumption. In certain industries (e.g., the refining, 
petrochemical, and mineral purification industries), the energy usage 
for purification is a primary operating expense. In these cases, energy 
usage can be significantly reduced using heat integration, that is, 

6 Allen and Shonnard.
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using waste heat (i.e., cooling that is required in the process) from one 
part of the process to provide heat to another part of the process. 

4. Minimize material usage. Material usage can be minimized by design-
ing the system or process so that the greatest possible conversion of 
the feed material to the product is obtained. Material use can also be 
minimized by extracting the feed components from waste streams so 
that they can be recycled to the process or using components from 
waste streams as a feedstock for other processes. 

5. Apply just-in-time manufacturing. Just-in-time manufacturing is man-
ufacturing that meets the demand for a product precisely when the 
product is needed, thus eliminating wastes and reducing the need for 
inventory. In terms of design, this means designing a system or pro-
cess precisely for the expected demand and completing the project so 
that the product of the design is available only when the demand is 
present.

6. Design for proper durability. Proper durability means that a product 
is designed to last for the designed useful life and afterwards can be 
easily transformed into materials that can be recycled or reused or 
that can degrade into environmentally benign products. 

7. Design for recycling or reuse after end of life. Materials can be recy-
cled after end-of-life use by designing the product so that material recy-
cling is simple and easy to implement. For example, scarce materials 
can be used in a way that facilitates their recovery for recycle. 
Components of a product can be designed so that they can be used in 
future generation devices (e.g., parts of a cell phone). Also, products 
can be designed for reuse (e.g., soft drink bottles). 

8. Use a life-cycle analysis to minimize the environmental impact of the 
project. A life-cycle analysis is the most complete way to evaluate the 
impact of a project on the environment and natural resources. In this 
manner, the key areas of environmental load and resource depletion 
can be identified and addressed. For example, if the areas of material 
extraction and refining are the primary contributors to environmental 
load and resource depletion for a project, recycling would clearly be 
the best approach to improve the sustainability of the project.

9. Use renewable sources of energy and materials. The use of renewable 
sources of energy and materials reduces environmental impact and 
resource depletion. Solar panels are an example of a renewable en-
ergy source, and lumber is an example of a renewable material.
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10. Engage both communities and stakeholders in the project. It is criti-
cally important to involve local communities from the conceptual 
stages through the completion of a design project when the project has 
any real or perceived impact on the local community. In addition, sus-
tainable goals can sometimes be met by affecting a change in social be-
havior (e.g., the development of autonomous vehicles so that the use of 
vehicles is shared).

The principles of green engineering are really a checklist of factors that 
should be considered during the design process; otherwise, the design can 
be less sustainable than it could have been.

1.4.5 Optimization and Sustainable Engineering

Each of the principles of green engineering presented here should be applied 
in a balanced fashion. For example, strictly minimizing the energy consump-
tion may result in an excess use of materials. That is, all the relevant factors, 
including the impact on the environmental load and ecosystems as well as 
the material and energy cost, should be considered when optimizing a sus-
tainable design project (i.e., finding the optimal sustainable design). 

The conventional approach to optimization of a design project neglect-
ing the impact on the environment and society is to consider the costs 
associated with the end product of the design along with the expected 
income generation to identify the optimum design over the life of the prod-
uct considering the time value of money. 

When the impact on the environment and society are considered dur-
ing the design process, the problem arises that the environmental and the 
societal impact are not easily represented on a monetary basis. Nevertheless, 
several different approaches are available for including the impact on the en-
vironment and society in the design process.

The most direct means of including the impact on resources and the en-
vironment is to follow government regulations. For this case, the govern-
ment regulations would represent constraints on the design process that 
have to be satisfied for any valid design. For example, maximum SO2 emis-
sions are set by EPA regulations for coal-fired electric utilities. While there 
are certain cases where this approach is valid (e.g., the maximum safe chemi-
cal concentrations), it is not feasible to develop government regulations for 
the full range of factors that affect sustainability. For example, GHG emis-
sions do not lend themselves to explicit limits.

Another approach is to rate products on the basis of their total impact 
on resources and the environment. For example, new home construction can 
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be rated according to the total resource depletion and total pollution 
generation. Ratings such as a silver, gold, or platinum can be assigned to a 
new house based on sustainability and, of course, a platinum rating will 
command a higher price than a gold rating, which will command a higher 
price than a silver rating. The success of this approach depends on the judi-
cious selection of the criterion to quality for each classification, taking into 
account the costs necessary to qualify for each classification and the result-
ing benefit to resources and the environment. However, not all design proj-
ects fit into this approach. 

Another approach is to estimate the total cost to society of specific emis-
sions. Total cost to society includes increases in medical costs, lost productiv-
ity, and a reduction in life expectancy. For example, the EPA has estimated 
the total cost to society for CO2, CH4, and NO2 emissions. In this manner, the 
economic cost of GHG emissions can be considered directly during the opti-
mization of a design project using a life-cycle analysis combined with values 
for the cost to society for the pollutants under consideration. This approach 
has generated considerable controversy and was removed from the EPA 
website in January 2017.

Self-Assessment Test

Questions

1. What is the difference between a conventional design and a sustainable design?

2. What is a life-cycle analysis, and how can it be used to develop sustainable 
designs?

3. How does sustainability affect the optimization of a design?

Answers

1. A conventional design is based on maximizing the profits of the design process 
without regard to the sustainability of the project. A sustainable design project 
also maximizes profits from the project, but it does so while producing a design 
that does not compromise the ability of future generations to meet their needs.

2. A life-cycle analysis is a thorough analysis of a process or product with regard to 
the resources consumed and the pollution generated considering everything 
from the materials used to the produce the product to the manufacturing process 
to the end-of-life of the product. It is used in a sustainable design in order to 
consider all the sources of resource consumption and pollution generated for a 
particular design.
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3. Sustainable designs require a more comprehensive optimization analysis and 
generally result in more expensive designs compared to conventional designs 
because conventional designs neglect many factors considered by a sustainable 
design.

1.5 Ethics

Engineering ethics is a collection of moral principles applied in engineering 
practice. Put simply, engineering ethics is the rules of fair play that engineers 
operate under while serving the public, their employer, the client, and the 
profession. Engineering offers great potential for contributing to the public 
good, but at the same time, it can cause great harm if it is not applied cor-
rectly and ethically.

Around the turn of the twentieth century after the Industrial Revolu-
tion, engineers were playing a major role by contributing to manufacturing 
and the infrastructure for transportation. When structural failures caused by 
technical errors, construction problems, and ethical issues created major di-
sasters [(e.g., Ashtabula River Railroad Disaster (1876), Tay Bridge Disaster 
(1879), Quebec Bridge Collapse (1907), and the Boston Molasses Flood 
(1919)], a number of the engineering societies adopted formal codes of eth-
ics. These codes made it clear that engineers were responsible for protecting 
the safety of the public. In 1946, the National Society of Professional Engi-
neers released the Canons of Ethics for Engineers and the Rules for Profes-
sional Conduct, which have evolved into the code of engineering ethics used 
today. Engineering ethics has become even more complicated today due to 
different cultural traditions encountered in global trade and when dealing 
with political corruption, environmental issues, and sustainability issues.

Arthur C. Little, who was a famous design engineer, once said, “Any 
sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic.” The en-
gineering profession must thus use its magic wisely.

1.5.1 The Engineering Profession

A profession is a paid occupation that requires special education, training, or 
skills. Professions are known to evolve through a series of stages: the craft 
stage, the commercial stage, and the professional stage. The craft stage 
involves individuals who use common sense, intuition, and brute force to 
accomplish a task (e.g., building a bridge). As the demand for the task 
increases, the commercial stage develops and uses practitioners who use 
trial-and-error methods to improve the consistency and quality of the 
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product. When science catches up with practice, the professional stage be-
gins, combining scientific understanding with practice. As a result, profes-
sional engineering practitioners must be trained in scientific theory as well 
as engineering practice. 

Significantly important to the engineering profession are professional 
engineering societies. Each of the major fields of engineering has a national 
society [(e.g., the American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE)]. In ad-
dition, there are other engineering societies, including the Society of Women 
Engineers (SWE), the American Society for Engineering Education (ASEE), 
the National Society of Black Engineers (NSBE), Tau Beta Pi Engineering 
Honor Society (TBP), and the National Society of Professional Engineers 
(NSPE). Each of these societies represents a group of engineers and affords a 
means of interacting with other engineers who share similar backgrounds 
and interests. 

The engineering profession is different from other professions, such as 
medical doctors, dentists, accountants, and lawyers, because these profes-
sionals deal largely with individuals, while engineers work primarily with 
organizations, such as companies or governmental agencies. The state of a 
profession depends on those professionals who are engaged in its practice.
Moreover, the reputation and/or image of a profession can have a direct ef-
fect on the members of that profession. The future reputation of the engi-
neering profession will depend on how technically well and ethically you 
perform your job as an engineer. Therefore, when you become an engineer, 
you accept the responsibility to improve or at least maintain the reputation 
of the engineering profession for those who will follow you.

1.5.2 Codes of Ethics 

A number of ethics codes have been developed by engineering societies. Put 
simply, engineering ethics boils down to being fair and honest while per-
forming your duties for your employer and client but ultimately protect-
ing the interests of the public. That is, the public health, welfare, and safety 
supersede the interest of the employer and the client. If you are aware of a 
public safety issue, you are required by ethics codes to see that it is corrected 
or that the proper authorities are notified. In addition, engineers should 
work only on projects for which they have the necessary education or expe-
rience. Remember that whenever you sign your name to a document, you 
are confirming the accuracy and validity of it with your reputation. 

The challenge associated with being ethical occurs when taking the 
right action costs you. For example, imagine if, based on the course syllabus, 
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you earned a grade of C in a course, but you actually received an A in the 
course due to a clerical error. It is not ethical to ignore the error and keep the 
A. For another example, consider that you are working as an engineer and 
for the first time have been asked to lead a project. Therefore, this project is a 
launching point for your career. After the project was completed and deemed 
a huge success, you realize that the whole basis of the project violates a 
patent that your company does not hold. If you point out the patent infringe-
ment to your boss, who designed the project in the first place, this can 
sabotage your career.

A conflict of interest can create a problem for an organization even if 
no wrongdoing occurs. A conflict of interest can be defined as a set of cir-
cumstances that creates a risk that a professional judgment or decision may 
be affected by a secondary interest—for example, if you were a grader for 
homework in a class and had to grade your best friend in this class. As a 
result, any potential conflict of interest should be disclosed to all parties 
by an engineer, and the parties should be left to decide if the potential 
conflict of interest is relevant.

Plagiarism is the use of someone else’s words, ideas, or other work 
(e.g., images, videos, and music) without referencing the original source. 
While many times plagiarism is not illegal, it is considered unethical in most 
organizations. Moreover, in universities, plagiarism is considered academic 
misconduct and can lead to disciplinary action. A number of software prod-
ucts are available to check for plagiarism, and many university professors 
routinely use them. Therefore, as an engineer, you should always be careful 
to reference the sources that you use for all work on which you place your 
name.

The primary portion of the fundamental canons of the code of ethics for 
the National Society of Professional Engineers (http://www.nspe.org/
resources/ethics/code-ethics) follows:

I. Fundamental Canons

Engineers, in the fulfillment of their professional duties, shall:

1. Hold paramount the safety, health, and welfare of the public.
2. Perform services only in areas of their competence.
3. Issue public statements only in an objective and truthful manner.
4. Act for each employer or client as faithful agents or trustees.
5. Avoid deceptive acts.
6. Conduct themselves honorably, responsibly, ethically, and lawfully so as to 

enhance the honor, reputation, and usefulness of the profession. 
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Example 1.2 Copy of Exam

Case Description 

Consider that you found a copy of the upcoming exam along with the solution in 
front of your professor’s office door. Moreover, assume that you are currently fail-
ing this class and that a failing grade will result in your having to leave the uni-
versity because you are on scholastic probation.

Analysis

While the fact that you are failing the class and on scholastic probation certainly 
increases the importance of your decision concerning the copy of the exam and 
solution, it does not impact the ethical issues of this case. The issue with regard to 
what to do with the exam is that it would not be fair to the other students in the 
class for you to use it to get a better grade on the exam. Sliding the material under 
your professor’s door without looking at it further is probably the best option be-
cause taking it to the department office would likely embarrass your professor. 

It is true that it would be quite difficult to do the right thing in this case 
given the compromised position that you find yourself in. This example makes 
the point that it is much easier to make the right and ethical decision if you do 
not let yourself get into a compromised position. Moreover, in this case, even if 
you were to use the exam and solution to pass this exam, you would not be able 
to stay in school unless you put the proper effort into your remaining classes.

Self-Assessment Test

Questions

1. Summarize what engineering ethics is.

2. What is a conflict of interest? Give an example.

Answers

1. Engineering ethics is being fair and honest while performing your duties to your 
employer and client, but ultimately protecting the interest of the public. In addi-
tion, as an engineer, you should always disclose any conflicts of interest to the af-
fected parties. Moreover, you should only undertake work for which you have 
the appropriate background and experience to perform.

2. A conflict of interest is a set of circumstance that creates a risk that a professional 
judgment or decision may be affected by a secondary interest. If you, as a stu-
dent, were asked to grade your own exam, that would be a conflict of interest.
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Summary

• Chemical engineers are primarily process engineers and hold a variety 
of jobs for a wide range of industries. 

• A sustainability analysis of a product or a process involves a wide range 
of considerations for a chemical engineer. The quantitative analysis of 
sustainability requires the use of detailed models, and the following 
chapters present some of the fundamentals used to develop these 
models.

• Ethics is about being honest and fair to all parties while protecting soci-
ety. It is important for engineers to always act in an ethical fashion in 
order to maintain the reputation of the engineering profession for 
future generations.

Glossary

CAD Computer-aided design packages (software) that perform design calculation.

CPI The chemical process industries (e.g., refineries and chemical plants).

green engineering Design based on minimizing the total impact of the design on 
the environment and important resources.

life-cycle analysis A thorough approach for evaluating the impact of a design on 
the environment and important resources.
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Absolute pressure (psia), 405

definition of, 80, 100, 538
gauge pressure vs.33

Absolute temperature, 405
Absorber, 474
Accumulation, 202, 783
Accuracy, 48, 100
Acentric factor, 434, 448
Acetylene process, 336–338
Adiabatic, 565–566, 648
Adiabatic cooling line, 757–763
Adiabatic exothermic batch reactors, 

789, 811–816
Adiabatic processes

definition of, 566, 648
heat transfer (Q) and, 575

Adiabatic reaction temperature, 708–716
Adsorbate, 846
Adsorbent, 846, 854
Adsorption, 845–854

definition of, 846, 854
fitting isotherms to experimental 

data, 849
Freundlich isotherm, 847–848
Langmuir isotherm, 848
with material balances, 851–852
practice problems, 855–856

self-assessment, 853–854
Adsorption isotherm, 854
AE (American Engineering) system of 

units, 32–34
definition of, 100
derived units, 34
fundamental units for, 33

Air, average molecular weight of, 63
Air pollutants, concentrations of, 97
Ali Baba and the 39 camels, 57–58
Ammonia process, purge streams for, 

361–362
Ammonia reactors, 225–226
Ammonium hydroxide, 830–831
Antoine equation, 487–489, 538, 924
API scale, 71–72, 100
Area, unit conversion for, 37
Atmospheric pressure, 81
Atomic numbers, 893
Atomic weights, 60, 62, 100, 893
Average molecular weights, 

62–65, 100
Azeotrope, 538
Azeotrope point, 538

B
Barite (BaSo4) fusion, 272–275
Barometric pressure, 81, 100
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Basis
changing bases, 59
choosing, 56–58, 151
definition of, 101
self-assessment, 59–60

BaSo4 (barite) fusion, 272–275
Batch distillation, 804–805
Batch processes

definition of, 132, 202
material balances for, 137–145

Batch reactors
adiabatic exothermic batch reactors, 

789, 811–816
definition of, 132
stages of, 781–783
unsteady-state material balances, 786

Battery acid, mixing, 175–177
Benzene, condensation of, 513–514
Bernoulli’s equation, 633
Biochemical oxygen demand 

(BOD), 290
Biological reaction equations, 

balancing, 230
Biomass heating, 643–645
Biomedical applications, 10
Bioreactor analysis, 262–266
Bioreactors, reaction rate for, 45
Biosystems, combustion in, 287–290
Biotechnology, 10
Block diagram, 314, 369
Board-mounted sensors, 

75–76, 101
Boiling, 477, 538
Boundary, 565, 648
Brent’s method of solving nonlinear 

equations, 966–967
Brown’s method of solving nonlinear 

equations, 966–967
Bubble point

calculating, 531–536
definition of, 478, 538

Bypass streams, 357–360, 366–367
definition of, 369
practice problems, 398–400

C
CAD (computer-aided design), 4, 28
Careers in chemical engineering, 6–8
Cell growth, nitrogen requirements, 

96–97
Cells, concentration with centrifuge, 142
Cellular product, 288
Celsius (°C)

definition of, 101
unit conversions, 38

Centrifuges, cell concentration with, 142
CGS (centimeter-gram-second) system 

of units, 30, 101
Changing bases, 59, 101
Characterization factors, 940–941
Chemical engineering

ethics, 24–27
history of, 3–5
industries in, 8–10
jobs in, 6–8

Chemical industry, 9
Chemical oxygen demand (COD), 

289–290
Chemical process industries (CPI), 

3–5, 28
Chemisorption, definition of, 846, 854
Chinook wind, 521–522
Choosing basis, 56–58, 151
Chromatographic column, separation 

with, 177–180
Citric acid, production by fungus, 

717–720
Closed, unsteady-state systems, 572

examples, 589–595
heat transfer (Q), 574–579
internal energy (U), 585–588
self-assessment, 596–599
work (W), 579–585

Closed systems, 132, 202, 565, 648
Coal

combustion, 284–287
heating value of, 730

Codes of ethics, 25–27
Coe�cient matrix, 190, 202
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Combustion
adiabatic reaction temperature, 

708–716
complete combustion, 277, 729
standard heat of, 726–733, 899–902

Combustion, material balances for, 
276–292

biosystems, 287–290
coal combustion, 284–287
electricity generation from methane, 

281–283
excess air (oxygen), 278–280
ideal gases, 415–418
practice problems, 307–312
self-assessment, 290–292
terminology, 277–278

Combustion gases, enthalpies of, 
918–919

Complete combustion, 277, 729
Component balance, 135, 202
Composition sensors, 98–99
Compounds, 62, 101
Compressibility charts, 436–444, 448, 

467–469
Compressibility factor, 432–433, 448
Compressibility of real gases

compressibility charts, 436–444, 
467–469

critical state, 431–434
Computer-aided design 

(CAD), 4, 28
Concentration, 95–100

air pollutants, 97
of cells with centrifuge, 142
definition of, 95, 101
mass concentration, 95, 96, 102
molar concentration, 95, 96, 102
self-assessment, 99–100

Condensation
at constant temperature, 

479–480
definition of, 478, 509, 538
heat of, 603
self-assessment, 518

two-component gas/single-
component liquid systems, 
509–518

Conflicts of interest, 26
Connections, 369
Conservation of energy, 561–571, 

577, 648
Conservation of mass

definition of, 202
in steady-state system, 127–129

Constant temperature, vaporization/
condensation at, 479–480

Constant vector, 190, 202
Consulting companies, 6
Continuous distillation column, 172–175
Continuous filtration, 346–347
Continuous processes

definition of, 133, 202
material balances for, 134–137

Conversion, 240–241, 292. See also Unit 
conversions

Conversion factors
power equivalents, 35
pressure, 78

Cooling, humidity charts for, 766
Cooling towers, 749–750, 768–770
Corporate management, 7
Corrected, 448
Corresponding states, 448
CPI (chemical process industries), 

3–5, 28
Critical point, 432
Critical state, 431–434, 448
Critical temperature, 422

D
Dalton’s law, 448
Data reconciliation, 369
Debottlenecking, 75, 101
Degree of completion, 240–241, 292
Degree-of-freedom analysis

definition of, 155, 202
in solving problems, 152–158

Degrees of freedom, 202
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Degrees of superheat, 478, 538
Density, 55, 68–75, 483

calculating, 71
definition of, 68, 101
practice problems, 115–118
self-assessment, 73–75

Density of gas, 411, 448
Dependent equations, 202
Derived units, 30

for AE system, 34
definition of, 101
for SI system, 31–32

Design teams, 6
Development teams, 7
Dew point, 478, 504, 538
Dew point calculations

from relative humidity, 753
two-component gas/

single-component liquid 
systems, 506–507

two-component gas/two-component 
liquid systems, 531–536

Di�erential (incremental) heat of 
solution, 827, 840

Dilution, heat of, 925
Dimensional consistency, 41, 101
Dimensionless groups, 43, 101
Dimensions, 29, 101
Dissolution, heat of, 826–832

definition of, 839
energy balances and, 832–839
self-assessment, 831–832

Distillation, 172, 474
batch distillation, 804–805
continuous distillation column, 

172–175
Distribution coe�cient. See K-value 

(vapor-liquid equilibrium ratio)
DNA

e�ciency of recovery, 140–142
microdissection of, 51–52

Dry air, saturation of, 520–521
Dry basis, 277

Dry-bulb temperature, 751, 772
Dryers. See Rotary dryers

E
Earth’s crust, materials in, 16–17
Electric work, 648
Electrical work, 580
Electricity, generating from methane, 

281–283
Element balance equations, 

independence of, 954–955
Element material balances, 268–276

BaSo4 (barite) fusion, 272–275
hydrocracking, 270–271
practice problems, 307
self-assessment, 275–276

Elevation, weight variation with, 32–33
Emissions, 18–20
Endothermic reactions, 682, 733
Energy, 561–564, 648
Energy balances

combined with material balances, 
623–626

conservation of energy, 561–571
self-assessment, 568–569, 573–574
special cases, 561–647
terminology, 561–569
unsteady state, 786–790

Energy balances, enthalpy (H), 
599–605

change calculations, 601–604
computer databases of, 616–617
heat capacity, 605–608
phase transitions, 609–611
self-assessment, 604–605
tables and charts of, 612–616

Energy balances for closed, 
unsteady-state systems, 572

examples, 589–595
heat transfer (Q), 574–579
internal energy (U), 585–588
self-assessment, 596–599
work (W), 579–585
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Index  979

Energy balances for open, steady-state 
systems, 572, 617–626

Energy balances, heat of solution/
mixing and, 832–839

enthalpy-concentration diagram, 
835–838
hydrochloric acid, 
833–835
self-assessment, 
838–839

Energy balances, mechanical, 561–640
examples, 632–640
kinetic energy (KE), 627–629
potential energy (PE), 629–632

Energy balances with reactions
integration of heat of formation and 

sensible heat, 700–726
standard heat of combustion, 726–733
standard heat of formation, 682–687
standard heat of reaction, 688–700

Energy conservation, 577
Energy transfer, 648
Engineering ethics, 24–27
Engineering professors, 8
Enthalpy (H), 599–605

change calculations, 601–604
of combustion gases, 918–919
computer databases of, 616–617
definition of, 648
heat capacity, 605–608
heat of dissolution, 826–832
heat of mixing, 826–832
heat of solution, 826–832
of hydrocarbon vapors, 916
of nitrogen and oxides, 917
of para�nic hydrocarbon vapors, 916
phase transitions, 609–611
self-assessment, 604–605
standard heat of combustion, 726–733
standard heat of formation, 682–687
standard heat of reaction, 688–700
of sulfur compound vapors, 917
tables and charts of, 612–616

Enthalpy-concentration diagram, 
835–838

definition of, 839
tables of data, 926–932

Environmental industry, 9
Environmental releases, 18–20
Equation-based process simulation, 

861–866
Equations. See also ODE (ordinary 

di�erential equation) numerical 
integration

accuracy, 50
Antoine equation, 487–489, 538
Bernoulli’s equation, 633
biological reaction equations, 

balancing, 230
dependent equations, 202
fitting functions to data, 971–974
heat capacity equation, 46
Holborn equation, 423, 449
implicit equation, 202
independent equations, 152–158, 202
independent linear equations, 

solving, 949–960
independent nonlinear equations, 

solving, 960–970
linear equations, 190–201
linear vs. nonlinear, 159
minimal set of, 254–257
nonlinear equations, 427–428
practice problems, 108–113
RK (Redlich-Kwong) equation, 423, 

425–426, 427–430
self-assessment, 47
in solving problems, 159–161
units in, 41–47
van der Waals equation, 43, 423, 449

Equations of state, 422–426
critical state and compressibility, 

431–434
nonlinear equation solvers, 427–428
practice problems, 464–466
self-assessment, 435
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Equilibrium, 477. See also Multiphase 
equilibrium

definition of, 538, 565
humidity charts, 757

Equilibrium adsorption. See Adsorption
Equilibrium ratio K. See K-value 

(vapor-liquid equilibrium ratio)
Equilibrium state, 648
Equipment design and construction, 9
Errors in measurement, 47–53
Ethics, 24–27
Euler method, 791
Evaporation, 478, 538
Exactly specified, 155, 202
Excess air (oxygen), 278–280
Excess reactant, 238–240, 292
Exothermic reactions, 682, 733
Explicit relationship, 202
Extensive property, 565, 648
Extensive quantities, 30, 101
Extensive variables, 483
Extent of reaction, 236–238, 292
Extracellular product, 288
Extraction process, 474

F
Fahrenheit (°F)

definition of, 101
unit conversions, 38

Fermentation broth, extraction of 
streptomycin, 165–167

Field-mounted sensors, 75–76, 101
Filtration, continuous, 346–347
First law of thermodynamics, 571
Fitting functions to data, 971–974
Flow rate, 93–95, 637–639

definition of, 93, 101
self-assessment, 95

Flow system, 132–133, 202, 565. See also
Open systems

Flow work, 581, 648
Flowcharts, 369. See also Process 

flowsheets (flowcharts)

Flowsheeting, 857
Flowsheeting code, 857–862

commercial vendors, 860
definition of, 857
equation-based process simulation, 

862–866
modular-based process simulation, 

866–870
practice problems, 871–888

Flowsheets, 857
Flue gas, 277
Fluid warmers, 619–621
Food production industry, 10
Force, 30, 101
Formation, heat of. See Heat of 

formation; Standard heat of 
formation

Fractional conversion reactions, 252–254
Freezing, 478, 538
Fresh feed, 342, 369
Freundlich isotherm, 847–848

definition of, 854
fitting to experimental data, 849
with material balances, 851–852

Functions, fitting to data, 971–974
Fundamental units, 30

for AE system, 33
definition of, 101
for SI system, 31

Fusion. See also Melting
definition of, 478
heat of, 603

G
Gases, 475. See also Ideal gases; Real 

gases
adsorption on solids, 845–854

multiphase equilibrium. See
Multiphase equilibrium

separation with membrane, 168–171
Gasoline

average molecular weight of, 63–64
siphoning, 634–635
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Index  981

Gauge pressure (psig)
absolute pressure vs.33
definition of, 80, 101

Gc, 101
General energy balance, 648
Generalized compressibility. See

Compressibility charts
Generalized compressibility charts, 436
Generalized compressibility factor, 436
Generalized equation of state, 

432–433, 448
Genetic information, 51
Gibbs phase rule, 483, 538, 959–960
Government agencies, 10
Gram mole, 60, 101
Green chemisty, 690–692
Green engineering, 12, 28. See also

Sustainable design
Gross product, 342, 369
Group contribution method, 434, 448

H
H (enthalpy), 599–605

change calculations, 601–604
of combustion gases, 918–919
computer databases of, 616–617
definition of, 648
heat capacity, 605–608
heat of dissolution, 826–832
heat of mixing, 826–832
heat of solution, 826–832
of hydrocarbon vapors, 916
of nitrogen and oxides, 917
of para�nic hydrocarbon vapors, 916
phase transitions, 609–611
self-assessment, 604–605
standard heat of combustion, 726–733
standard heat of formation, 682–687
standard heat of reaction, 688–700
of sulfur compound vapors, 917
tables and charts of, 612–616

Haber process, 361
Health care industry, 9

Heat (Q), 648
Heat capacity, 586, 605–608, 648
Heat capacity equation, 46, 921–923
Heat exchangers, 561–562, 617–619
Heat of combustion. See Standard heat 

of combustion
Heat of condensation, 603, 648
Heat of dilution, 925
Heat of dissolution, 826–832

definition of, 839
energy balances and, 832–839
practice problems, 841–844
self-assessment, 831–832

Heat of formation. See also Standard 
heat of formation

integration with sensible heat, 
700–726

table of, 899–902
Heat of fusion, 603, 648
Heat of mixing, 826–832

definition of, 840
energy balances and, 832–839
practice problems, 841–844
self-assessment, 831–832

Heat of reaction. See also Standard heat 
of reaction

definition of, 733
for incomplete reactions, 692–693
for varying temperatures, 693–697

Heat of solidification, 603, 648
Heat of solution, 826–832

ammonium hydroxide example, 
830–831

definition of, 840
energy balances and, 832–839
hydrochloric acid, 833–835
practice problems, 841–844
self-assessment, 831–832
table of, 828, 925

Heat of solution at infinite dilution, 
827, 840

Heat of sublimation, 603, 648
Heat of vaporization, 603, 610, 648
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Heat transfer (Q), 574–579, 685–686
Heating value

of coal, 730
definition of, 733

Hemodialysis, 183–185
Henry’s law, 526, 538
Higher (gross) heating value (HHV), 

734
History of chemical engineering, 3–5
Holborn equation, 423, 449
Home heating, humidity charts for, 

765–766
Homotopy (continuation) methods of 

solving nonlinear equations, 970
Hot gas dilution, 622
Humid heat, 772
Humid volume, 772
Humidification, 757

dew point calculations, 753
practice problems, 773
self-assessment, 754–755
terminology, 749–752
with water spray, 766

Humidity, 751
Humidity (psychrometric) charts, 

754–755
adiabatic cooling line, 757–763
definition of, 772
moist air properties, 761–763
practice problems, 774–775
self-assessment, 764
wet-bulb line, 755–756

Humidity (psychrometric) charts, 
applications, 764–771

cooling and humidification, 766
cooling towers, 768–770
home heating, 765–766
practice problems, 776
self-assessment, 770–771

Hydrocarbon vapors, enthalpies of, 916
Hydrochloric acid, 833–835
Hydrocracking, 270–271
Hydroelectric systems, 635–636
Hydrostatic head, 77–92

I
Ideal critical specific volume, 438
Ideal critical volume, 449
Ideal gas constant, 449
Ideal gas law, 405–412, 449
Ideal gases, 403–421

enthalpies, 600
heat capacities, 606
ideal gas law, 405–412
material balances, 415–420
mixtures, 412–414
practice problems, 451–464
self-assessment, 420–421
standard conditions (S.C.), 407–408
volume calculations, 408–411
volumetric flow rate, 411

Ideal green materials, 16
Ideal reduced volume, 449
Ideal solution, 538, 826, 840
Ideal solution relations, 524–526
Implicit equation, 202
Incremental (di�erential) heat of 

solution, 827, 840
Independent equations

definition of, 202
linear equations, solving, 949–960
nonlinear equations, solving, 960–970
in solving problems, 152–158

Industrial applications for material 
balances, 367–369

Industrial composition sensors, 98–99
Industrial flow rate sensors, 94–95
Industrial pressure sensors, 89–90
Industrial temperature sensors, 77
Industries in chemical engineering, 8–10
Initial value problems (IVPs). See IVPs 

(initial value problems)
Inorganic substances

heat capacity equations for, 921–923
physical properties of, 908–915

Input, 202
Integral heat of solution, 827, 840
Intensive properties, 483, 565, 648
Intensive quantities, 30, 102
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Internal energy (U), 585–588, 649
Invariant systems, 485, 539
Isobaric, 565–566, 649
Isobaric systems, 566
Isochoric, 565–566, 649
Isochoric systems, 566
Isothermal, 565–566, 649
Isothermal systems, 566
IVPs (initial value problems), 790–792

adiabatic exothermic batch reactors, 
811–816

batch distillation, 804–805
in MATLAB, 792–795
in Python, 795
self-assessment, 798–799
thermal mixing tanks, 799–801

J
Jobs in chemical engineering, 6–8

K
Kammerlingh-Onnes, 449
Kay’s method, 445, 449
KE (kinetic energy), 627–629
Kelvin (K)

definition of, 102
unit conversions, 38

Kg mol, 60, 102
Kinetic energy, 44
Kinetic energy (KE), 627–629, 649
Knowns

definition of, 202
placing in diagram, 148–150

K-value (vapor-liquid equilibrium 
ratio), 529–531, 539

L
Lakes, material balances on, 138–139
Langmuir isotherm, 848

definition of, 854
fitting to experimental data, 849
with material balances, 851–852

Latent heat, 603, 649
Law of conservation of mass

definition of, 202
in steady-state system, 127–129

Law of corresponding states, 432. 
See also Corresponding states

Least squares, 971–974
Levels of liquid, 92–93
Levenberg-Marquardt method of 

solving nonlinear equations, 
967–968

Life-cycle analysis, 12–15, 28
Limiting reactant, 238–240, 292
Linear equations

definition of, 949–950
independent linear equations, 

solving, 949–960
nonlinear vs.159
solving systems with MATLAB, 

190–196
solving systems with Python, 196–201

Liquids
adsorption on solids, 845–854
levels of, 92–93
multiphase equilibrium. See Multiphase 

equilibrium
Lower (net) heating value (LHV), 734

M
Macroscopic balance, 133, 202, 565
Manometers, unknown liquid in, 88–89
Mass, 55. See also Law of conservation 

of mass
calculating, 72–73
converting to/from moles, 61–62
definition of, 102
practice problems, 115–118
of reactants, 230–231
volume calculations from, 408

Mass concentration, 95, 96, 102
Mass flow rate, 93, 102
Mass fraction

converting to/from mole fraction, 
66–67

definition of, 65–66, 95, 102
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Material balance problems, solving, 
145–164

check answer, 161–162
choosing basis, 151
degree-of-freedom analysis, 152–158
label the diagram, 148–150
missing data, 151
practice problems, 211–216
problem statement, 146–147
self-assessment, 162–164
solving equations, 160–161
steps in, 162
system boundary, 147
unknowns, 151–152
writing equations, 159–160

Material balances
adsorption with, 851–852
batch distillation, 804–805
for batch processes, 137–145
combined with energy balances, 

623–626
for continuous processes, 134–137
definition of, 202
industrial applications, 367–369
on lakes, 138–139
process and schematic connection, 

127–132
self-assessment, 143–145
for single unit systems, 164–187, 

216–223
terminology, 132–133
unsteady state, 783–786

Material balances for multiunit systems
acetylene process, 336–338
bypass streams, 357–360
independent equations, 319–320
number of material balances, 

determining, 320–323
practice problems, 370–373
process flowsheets (flowcharts), 

314–316
purge streams, 357–367
with reaction, 328–332
recycle systems, 340–357

self-assessment, 338–340
sequential combination of units, 

317–340
sugar recovery process, 335
without reaction, 326–328

Material balances with reactions. See also
Reaction systems; Species mole 
balances; Stoichiometry

ammonia reactors, 225–226
element material balances, 268–276

Material balances with reactions, 
combustion, 276–292

biosystems, 287–290
coal combustion, 284–287
electricity generation from methane, 

281–283
excess air (oxygen), 278–280
ideal gases, 415–418
practice problems, 307–312
self-assessment, 290–292
terminology, 277–278

Material balances without reaction
continuous distillation column, 

172–175
drying, 180–183
hemodialysis, 183–185
ideal gases, 418–420
mixing sulfuric acid, 175–177
practice problems, 203–211
separating gases with a membrane, 

168–171
separation with gas chromatographic 

column, 177–180
streptomycin extraction, 165–167

Materials sustainability, 16–18
MATLAB

adiabatic reaction temperature 
calculation, 712–715

nonlinear interpolation, 499–500
ODE integrators, 792–795
solving systems of linear equation, 

190–196
Matrices, 188–190

definition of, 188, 202
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Index  985

self-assessment, 190
Measurement errors, 47–53, 113–115
Mechanical energy balances, 561–640

examples, 632–640
kinetic energy (KE), 627–629
potential energy (PE), 629–632

Mechanical work, 580
Melting, 478, 539
Melting curve, 478
Membrane, separation of gases with, 

168–171
Metals, vaporization of, 488–489
Methane, electricity generation from, 

281–283
Methanol process, purge streams for, 

362–365
Microchip etching rate, 44–45
Microdissection of DNA, 51–52
Minimal set of equations, 254–257
Minimization method of solving 

nonlinear equations, 968
Missing data, obtaining, 151
Mixer, 314, 369
Mixing

battery acid, 175–177
heat of, 826–832
definition of, 840
energy balances and, 832–839
self-assessment, 831–832

Mixtures
ideal gases, 412–414
real gases, 444–448, 469–471

Modular-based process simulation, 861, 
866–870

Moist air properties, 761–763
Molar concentration, 95, 96, 102
Molar flow rate, 94
Mole fraction

converting to/from mass fraction, 
66–67

definition of, 65–66, 96, 102
Molecular weight, 60–68

definition of, 60, 102
self-assessment, 67–68

Moles, 55
calculating, 72–73
converting to/from mass, 61–62
definition of, 60, 102
gram mole, 60, 101
kg mol, 60, 102
molecular weight, 60–68
pound mole, 60, 102
practice problems, 115–118
self-assessment, 67–68

Multicomponent vapor-liquid 
equilibrium, 536–537

Multiphase equilibrium
multicomponent vapor-liquid 

equilibrium, 536–537
phase diagrams, 475–487
phase rule, 483–486
separation systems and, 473–474
single-component two-phase systems, 

vapor pressure, 487–503
terminology, 477–478
two-component gas/single-

component liquid systems, 
504–523

two-component gas/two-component 
liquid systems, 523–536

Multiple reactions
species mole balances and, 254–266
stoichiometry application to, 231–234

Multiunit systems, material balances 
for. See Material balances for 
multiunit systems

Muriatic acid, 833–835

N
Net products, 342
Newton’s method of solving nonlinear 

equations, 960–964
Nitrogen
cell growth requirements, 96–97
enthalpies of, 917
Nitrogen source, 288
Noncondensable gas, 475, 539
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Nondimensional groups. See
Dimensionless groups

Nonflow system, 565. See also Closed 
systems

Nonideal gases. See Real gases
Nonlinear equations

independent nonlinear equations, 
solving, 960–970

linear vs.159
solving, 427–428

Nonlinear interpolation of vapor 
pressure data, 498–502

Normal boiling point, 478, 539
Normal melting point, 478, 539

O
ODE (ordinary di�erential equation) 

numerical integration, 790–792
adiabatic exothermic batch reactors, 

811–816
batch distillation, 804–805
in MATLAB, 792–795
in Python, 795
self-assessment, 798–799
thermal mixing tanks, 799–801

Once-through fractional conversion, 370
Open, steady-state systems, 572, 

617–626
Open, unsteady-state systems, 641–643
Open systems, 132–133, 203, 565, 649
Operations engineers, 6
Operations management, 7
Optimization, sustainable design and, 

22–23
Ordinary di�erential equation (ODE) 

numerical integration. See ODE 
(ordinary di�erential equation) 
numerical integration

Organic substances
heat capacity equations for, 921–923
physical properties of, 908–915

Orsat analysis, 277
Output, 203
Overall fractional conversion, 370

Overall process, 370
Overall products, 342, 370
Overall total material balance, 317
Overspecified, 155, 203
Oxygen demand, 289–290

P
Para�nic hydrocarbon vapors, 

enthalpies of, 916
Partial combustion, 278
Partial pressure, 412, 414, 449
Parts per billion by volume (ppbv), 96
Parts per billion (ppb), 96, 102
Parts per million by volume (ppmv), 96
Parts per million (ppm), 96, 97–98, 102
Path variable (function)

definition of, 566, 567, 649
heat transfer (Q) as, 574–575
work (W) as, 579–580

PE (potential energy), 629–632
Petroleum fractions, physical properties 

of, 940–948
Pharmaceutical industry, 9
Phase, 405, 482, 565. See also Multiphase 

equilibrium
Phase diagrams, 475–487

definition of, 539
self-assessment, 486–487
terminology, 477–478
vapor-liquid equilibria, 526–529

Phase equilibrium, 482
Phase rule, 483–486
Phase transitions, 603, 609–611, 649
Physical properties

of organic/inorganic substances, 
908–915

of petroleum fractions, 940–948
Pitzer acentric factor, 434. See also

Acentric factor
Pitzer z0 factors, table of, 895–896
Pitzer z1 factors, table of, 897–898
Plagiarism, 26
Plasma etching, 594–595
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Point function, 566. See also State 
variable (function)

Pollution, 18–20, 514–517
Potential energy (PE), 629–632, 649
Pound force, 32, 102
Pound mass, 32, 102
Pound mole, 60, 102
Powell hybrid method of solving 

nonlinear equations, 967–968
Power, 649
Power equivalents, 35
Ppb (parts per billion), 96
Ppbv (parts per billion by volume), 96
Ppm (parts per million), 96, 97–98
Ppmv (parts per million by volume), 96
Precision, 48, 102
Pressure, 77–92, 422

absolute pressure, 80, 100
absolute vs. gauge, 33
atmospheric pressure, 81
barometric pressure, 81, 100
calculating, 425–426, 441–442
calculating di�erences, 87–88
conversion factors, 78
definition of, 77, 102
gauge pressure, 80, 101
self-assessment, 91–92
standard atmosphere, 82, 103
static columns, 78
unit conversions, 82–83
vacuum, 80–81, 84–85

Pressure drop, 86
Problem statements, understanding, 

146–147
Process analysis, 367
Process design, 367
Process engineers, 6
Process feed, 342, 370
Process flowsheets (flowcharts), 

314–316, 370
Process optimization, 367
Process sensors. See Sensors
Process simulation, 857

Process simulators, 367, 857–862
commercial vendors, 860
definition of, 857
equation-based process simulation, 

862–866
modular-based process simulation, 

866–870
practice problems, 871–888

Process troubleshooting, 75, 102
Process variables, 75–100

concentration, 95–100
flow rate, 93–95
liquid levels, 92–93
practice problems, 118–123
pressure, 77–92
temperature, 76–77

Processes. See also Material balances
definition of, 75, 102, 203
multiple-reaction, 254–266
schematic and, 127–132
self-assessment, 134
single-reaction, 248–254
terminology, 132–133

Professionals, 10, 24–25
Project management engineers, 7
Property, 404, 565, 649
Pseudocritical, 449
Pseudocritical constants, 436
Pseudocritical ideal volume, 445
Pseudocritical values, 445
Pseudoreduced ideal volume, 445
Pseudoreduced variables, 445
Psia (absolute pressure), 405

definition of, 80, 100, 102, 538
gauge pressure vs.33

Psig (gauge pressure)
absolute pressure vs.33
definition of, 80, 101

Psychometric line. See Wet-bulb line
Psychrometric charts. See Humidity 

(psychrometric) charts
Pumping water, 633–634
Purge, 370
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Purge streams, 316, 357–367
for ammonia process, 361–362
for methanol process, 362–365
practice problems, 398–400
self-assessment, 366–367

Python
adiabatic reaction temperature 

calculation, 715–716
nonlinear interpolation, 500–502
ODE integrators, 795
solving systems of linear equation, 

196–201

Q
Q (heat transfer), 574–579, 685–686
Quality, 480–481, 539
Quasi-Newton methods of solving 

nonlinear equations, 965

R
Rank, 190, 203
Rankine (°R)

definition of, 102
unit conversions, 38

Raoult’s law, 524–525, 539
Reactants

calculating mass of, 230–231
excess, 238–240
limiting, 238–240

Reaction, heat of. See Standard heat of 
reaction

Reaction equations, independence of, 
955

Reaction rates for bioreactors, 45
Reaction systems

calculations, 243–246
conversion, 240–241
degree of completion, 240–241
excess reactant, 238–240
extent of reaction, 236–238
limiting reactant, 238–240
practice problems, 297–303
selectivity, 241–242
self-assessment, 247–248

yield, 242–243
Reactors, schematic of, 681–682
Real gases, 422–448

compressibility charts, 436–444, 
467–469

critical state, 431–434
definition of, 449
equations of state, 422–426, 435, 

464–466
mixtures, 444–448, 469–471
nonlinear equation solvers, 427–428

Real solution, 826, 840
Recycle, 370
Recycle stream, 316, 340–343, 370
Recycle systems, 340–357

continuous filtration, 346–347
definition of, 370
practice problems, 381–398
with reaction, 347–354
recycle stream, 340–343
self-assessment, 354–357
without reaction, 343–347

Redlich-Kwong (RK) equation, 423
specific volume calculations, 427–430
temperature/pressure calculations, 

425–426
Reduced variables, 432, 449
Reference state, 734
Reference substance, 495, 539
Reference substance plots, 494–497, 539, 

649
Refining industry, 9
Reflux, 344
Relative error, 102
Relative humidity (relative saturation), 

751, 753
Relative pressure. See Gauge pressure 

(psig)
Relative saturation (relative humidity), 

751, 753
Repeatability

definition of, 48, 102
of process sensors, 76

Required air (oxygen), 278
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Research teams, 7–8
Reynolds number, 43–44
RK (Redlich-Kwong) equation, 423

specific volume calculations, 427–430
temperature/pressure calculations, 

425–426
RK (Runge Kutta) method, 791–792
Rotary dryers, 127, 139–140, 180–183

S
Saturated liquid, 478, 539
Saturated vapor, 478, 539
Saturation

of dry air, 520–521
self-assessment, 508–509
two-component gas/single-

component liquid systems, 
504–509

S.C. (standard conditions), 407–408
Schematics

process and, 127–132
system boundary, 131

Secant methods of solving nonlinear 
equations, 965–966

Selectivity, 241–242, 293
Sensible heat, 603

definition of, 649, 734
integration with heat of formation, 

700–726
Sensors

composition, 98–99
flow rate, 94–95
liquid level, 92–93
pressure, 89–90
repeatability of, 76
temperature, 76–77
types of, 75–76

Separation of gases with membrane, 
168–171

Separation systems, types of, 473–474
Separation with chromatographic 

column, 177–180
Separator, 314, 370

Sequential combination of units, 
317–340

acetylene process, 336–338
definition of, 370
independent equations, 319–320
number of material balances, 

determining, 320–323
practice problems, 374–381
with reaction, 328–332
self-assessment, 338–340
sugar recovery process, 335
without reaction, 326–328

Set of independent equations
definition of, 950–951
solving, 956–959

Shaft work, 580, 649
SI system of units, 30–32

definition of, 102
derived units, 31–32
fundamental units for, 31
prefixes, 31

Significant figures, 47–53, 113–115
Single phase, 649
Single phase enthalpy, 599
Single unit systems, material balances 

for, 164–187, 216–223
Single-component two-phase systems, 

vapor pressure, 487–503
Antoine equation, 487–489
nonlinear interpolation, 498–502
from reference substance plots, 

494–497
self-assessment, 502–503
from tables, 489–494

Single-pass fractional conversion, 370
Single-reaction processes, 248–254
Siphoning gasoline, 634–635
Smokestack emissions, 514–517
SO2 emissions, reducing, 731
Soave-Redlich-Kwong (SRK), 449
Solidification, heat of, 603
Solidifying. See Freezing
Solids, adsorption of gases/liquids, 

845–854
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Solute, 826, 840
Solution

definition of, 103
heat of, 826–832
ammonium hydroxide example, 

830–831
definition of, 840
energy balances and, 832–839
hydrochloric acid, 833–835
self-assessment, 831–832
table of, 828, 925

Solvent, 826, 840
Species mole balances, 248–268

bioreactor analysis, 262–266
minimal set of equations, 254–257
multiple-reaction processes, 254–266
practice problems, 303–307
self-assessment, 267–268
single-reaction processes, 248–254

Specific gravity, 68–75
calculating density, 71
calculating mass/moles, 72–73
definition of, 70, 103, 449
of gases, 412
self-assessment, 73–75

Specific humidity, 751
Specific volume, 483

calculating, 427–430
definition of, 69, 103

Specifications, 203
Speed of light, 36–37
Spline, 499
Splitter, 314, 370
Stack gas, 277
Standard atmosphere, 82, 103
Standard conditions (S.C.), 407–408, 449
Standard heat of combustion, 726–733

conversion to standard heat of 
formation, 727–728

definition of, 734
heating value of coal, 730
reducing SO2 emissions, 731
self-assessment, 732–733
table of, 899–902

Standard heat of formation, 682–687
conversion from standard heat of 

combustion, 727–728
definition of, 682–685, 734
heat transfer measurements in, 

685–686
self-assessment, 686–687
table of, 899–902

Standard heat of reaction, 688–700
calculating from heats of formation, 

690
definition of, 688, 734
green chemisty, 690–692
self-assessment, 698–700

Standard state, 683, 734
State, 565, 649
State of a system, 404
State variable (function), 566, 649
Static, 78
Steady state, 565, 649
Steady-state open systems, 572, 617–626
Steady-state systems

definition of, 133, 203
law of conservation of mass in, 

127–129
Steam tables, 489–494, 539
Stoichiometric coe�cients, 228, 293
Stoichiometric quantity, 229
Stoichiometric ratios, 228–229, 293
Stoichiometry, 226–235

definition of, 226, 293
practice problems, 293–297
self-assessment, 234–235

Stoichiometry, solving problems with
balancing a biological reaction 

equation, 230
mass of reactants from mass of 

products, 230–231
for multiple reactions, 231–234
steps in, 227–228

Streptomycin, extraction from 
fermentation broth, 165–167

Subcooled liquid, 478, 539
Sublimation
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definition of, 478, 539
heat of, 603

Sublimation curve, 478
Sublimation pressure, 478, 539
Substrate, 288
Subsystem, 370
Successive substitution method of 

solving nonlinear equations, 
968–970

Sugar recovery process, 335
Sulfur compound vapors, enthalpies of, 

917
Sulfuric acid, mixing, 175–177
Superconductors, average molecular 

weight of, 64–65
Supercritical fluid, 432, 449
Supercritical region, 478, 539
Superheated vapor, 478, 539
Surroundings, 565, 649
Sustainable design, 10–23

emissions and toxicity, 18–20
life-cycle analysis, 12–15
materials sustainability, 

16–18
optimization and, 22–23
principles of, 20–22

Sustainable products, 10
Symbols, types of, 150
System boundary

definition of, 131, 132, 203
in solving problems, 147

Systematic errors, 48, 103
Systems. See also Material balances

definition of, 132, 203, 565, 650
self-assessment, 134
terminology, 132–133

Systems of linear equations
solving with MATLAB, 

190–196
solving with Python, 196–201

Systems of units. See AE (American 
Engineering) system of units; 
Conversion; SI system of units; 
Units of measure

T
Tank levels, 785
Technical management, 7
Technical sales engineers, 6
Temperature

bubble point, 531–536
calculating, 425–426
constant temperature, vaporization/

condensation at, 479–480
dew point, 532
dry-bulb, 751
process variables, 76–77
unit conversions, 37–40
varying, in heat of reaction, 693–697
wet-bulb, 752

Theoretical air (oxygen), 278
Theoretical oxygen demand (ThOD), 

290
Thermal mixing tanks, 788–789, 799–801
Thermodynamic charts, 933–939
Thermodynamics, first law of, 571
Thin film deposition, 488–489
Tie components, 140, 203
Total oxygen demand (TOD), 289
Toxicity, 18–20
Transient. See Unsteady state
Transient state, 565
Transient system, 133, 203
Triple point, 476, 539
Two-component gas/single-component 

liquid systems, 504–523
condensation, 509–518
dew point calculations, 506–507
saturation, 504–509
vaporization, 518–523

Two-component gas/two-component 
liquid systems, 523–536

bubble point calculations, 
531–536

dew point calculations, 531–536
ideal solution relations, 524–526
K-value (vapor-liquid equilibrium 

ratio), 529–531
self-assessment, 536
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Two-component gas/two-component 
liquid systems (Continued)

vapor-liquid equilibria phase 
diagrams, 526–529

Two-phase (region), 539

U
U (internal energy), 585–588
Uncertainties in measurement, 47–48
Underspecified, 155, 203
UNIFAC, 449
UNIQUAC, 449
Unique solution, 155, 203
Unit conversions, 35–41

for area, 37
definition of, 103
moles/mass, 61–62
power equivalents, 35
practice problems, 104–108
pressure, 82–83
self-assessment, 40–41
for temperature, 37–40

Units of measure, 29–35
AE units, 32–34
definition of, 103
in equations, 41–47
measurement errors, 47–53
practice problems, 103–104
self-assessment, 34–35
SI units, 30–32
significant figures, 47–53
terminology, 29–30

University teaching, 8
Unknowns

definition of, 149, 203
placing in diagram, 148–150
in solving problems, 151–152

Unsteady state, 565, 650, 782–783
Unsteady-state closed systems, 572

examples, 589–595
heat transfer (Q), 574–579
internal energy (U), 585–588
self-assessment, 596–599
work (W), 579–585

Unsteady-state open systems, 641–643

Unsteady-state processes
adiabatic exothermic batch reactors, 

811–816
batch distillation, 804–805
definition of, 133, 203
energy balances, 786–790
material balances, 783–786
ODE integration, 790–799
practice problems, 817–824
thermal mixing tanks, 799–801

UOP characterization factors, 940–941

V
Vacuum, 80–81, 84–85, 103
Validating results, 53–55
Van der Waals equation, 43, 423, 449
Vapor, 475, 540
Vapor pressure, 477, 487–503

Antoine equation, 487–489
nonlinear interpolation, 498–502
from reference substance plots, 

494–497
self-assessment, 502–503
from tables, 489–494, 924

Vaporization
at constant temperature, 479–480
definition of, 478, 540
heat of, 603, 610
of metals, 488–489
self-assessment, 522–523
two-component gas/single-

component liquid systems, 
518–523

Vapor-liquid equilibria
definition of, 540
K-value, 529–531
multicomponent, 536–537
phase diagrams, 526–529

Vectors, 188–190
definition of, 188, 203
self-assessment, 190

Velocity, 411
Virial equation of state, 423–424, 449
Volume, calculating, 408–411, 439–441
Volumetric flow rate, 94, 411
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W
W (work), 579–585
Water balances, 138–139
Water pumps, 633–634
Water spray, humidification with, 766
Web-bulb temperature, 772
Weight

definition of, 103
molecular weight, 60–68
variation with elevation, 32–33

Weight fraction
converting to/from mole fraction, 

66–67

definition of, 65–66, 95, 103
Well-mixed system, 317, 370
Wet basis, 277
Wet-bulb line, 755–756, 772
Wet-bulb temperature, 752
White oil, 536
Work (W), 579–585, 650
Working in chemical engineering, 6–8

Y
Yield, 242–243, 293
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